New skin-equivalent model from de-epithelialized amnion membrane.
The presence of pre-existing basement membrane (BM) components improves the morphogenesis of epidermis and BM in constructing a human living skin-equivalent (LSE). De-epithelialized amniotic membrane (AM) retains key BM components. We have therefore investigated the usefulness of AM for constructing LSE. De-epithelialized AM was overlaid on type I collagen gel embedded with fibroblasts. Normal human keratinocytes (NHKs) were then seeded onto the epithelial side of the AM to construct an AM-LSE. A conventional LSE was constructed by seeding NHKs on a fibroblast-populated type I collagen gel. When the keratinocytes reached confluence, the LSE was lifted to the air-liquid interface and cultured for up to 3 weeks. Samples were harvested at various times and investigated morphologically, immunohistochemically, and ultrastructurally. In AM-LSE, the epidermis was better stratified, with more compact, polarized, columnar basal cells, and the expression of differentiation and proliferation markers was more similar to that of normal human skin than was that of LSE without AM. A more continuous BM and better-developed hemidesmosomes were found in AM-LSE. The epidermis of AM-LSE outgrew much faster than that of LSE without AM. When transplanted onto nude mice, both LSEs took well; however, the AM-LSE graft showed better morphogenesis of the epidermis, BM, and hemidesmosomes. The better epidermal morphology and better-developed BM in AM-LSE in vitro and in vivo indicates its superiority over LSE without AM for clinical applications.